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Propositional satisfiability (SAT) is the archetypal NP-complete problem [1].
A great deal of recent SAT research, particularly on the performance of SAT
solvers, has been driven by structured instances, which are obtained by mapping
another problem class into SAT. It is possible to efficiently solve a wide range
of problems by mapping them into SAT and solving the SAT representation of
the problem.
Currently, the most effective complete method for solving SAT instances is
backtracking search. Logical inference can be used to reduce the size of the search
space a SAT solver must explore. Unfortunately, inference often consumes so
much time and memory that these costs outweigh the benefit gained by pruning
the search space. The challenge is to limit this overhead while still pruning
enough of the search space to make the inference worthwhile.
Existing techniques for combining inference with search include unit propagation [2], conflict learning [3], and resolution-based methods [4, 5]. Some ways
to reduce the overhead of inference include: using data structures that make
fast inference operations possible; allowing inference only during preprocessing;
and heuristics for determining when inference is worthwhile. We are working on
explaining why some inference techniques are more beneficial than others, and
using that information to select other beneficial inference techniques.
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